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Exploring the impact of university engineering role models on elementary students (NSF ITEST Project)

Abstract

Tufts University founded an outreach program in 2001 in response to Massachusetts’ inclusion of engineering in the required K-12 science curricular framework. The 17-year-old STOMP program places over 60 undergraduate engineering students as engineering ambassadors into 30 local elementary classrooms each year to help teachers integrate hands-on engineering design projects into their classroom weekly during the academic year. Inspired by the National Science Foundation’s GK-12 model, STOMP was created to provide role models and support engineering activities in local schools. A unique characteristic of the STOMP program is that of the 60 undergraduate participants each semester, 50-65% are female, providing participating elementary students with opportunities to interact with role models of all genders. STOMP is representative of efforts that are happening at over 100 university-based engineering outreach efforts across the United States. As this type of outreach continues to proliferate, thinking about ways to improve and leverage this vast resource is essential to improving its impact.

Role Models in Elementary Engineering Education (RMEE) is an NSF ITEST project, leveraging expertise at Tufts University and Indiana University, that works with the existing STOMP program to develop intervention elements that optimize how role models in engineering are prepared and integrated into elementary school classrooms to maximize their impact on students’ engineering identity and career awareness. With a particular focus on girls, RMEE is studying the traits and mechanisms that elementary students utilize to identify and select or reject potential role models in engineering.

This paper and poster will share the intervention elements developed and research results to date. Intervention elements include engineering trading cards for engineering ambassadors, news articles on engineering, and in-class tactics for building relationships between ambassadors and elementary students. Research for the RMEE project has focused on analysis of survey data on elementary students’ engineering identity, qualitative analysis of interviews with elementary students on engineering interest, and close analysis of classroom video to examine productive interactions between engineering ambassadors and elementary students. The results and products of the RMEE project will inform and enable engineering outreach providers in multiple settings to enhance their programs and impact.

Introduction

As part of nationwide efforts to attract youth to engineering study and careers, many universities utilize engineering students as engineering ambassadors and role models to precollege students [1]. However, there is limited understanding of how this dynamic works and there are few resources to support helping undergraduates develop in this role. The Role Models in Elementary Engineering Education project leverages an existing university-led, in-school engineering education outreach program to 1) Advance the understanding of the mechanisms by which elementary students, with a particular lens toward gender, interact with and identify university
engineering student role models, and 2) Develop resources to support effective role model-student interactions that can be used by any university-based engineering outreach program. Tufts University’s Center for Engineering Education and Outreach and Indiana University are collaborators on the project.

STOMP is an existing engineering outreach program in which pairs of undergraduate students facilitate weekly, hour-long engineering design challenges in elementary school classrooms throughout the academic year. Within the context of the STOMP outreach program, the research team collected video recordings of interactions among undergraduate engineering ambassadors and participating elementary students, developed interventions to strengthen role model connections between ambassadors and elementary students, developed interventions to strengthen connections between elementary students’ interests and engineering, and developed interview and survey instruments to better understand students’ engineering identity, engineering interest, and connections with potential role models.

This paper and poster will share our research findings, the novel research methodologies we have developed, and innovations in outreach programming and outreach ambassador training.

**Research Findings**

In the first two years of this three-year project, the research team has focused on three areas: surveys, interviews, and classroom video data. Next, we detail what we have learned in these three areas.

1. **Engineering identity and engineering interest surveys**

In order to effectively cultivate engineering identity and interest in engineering, researchers need tools to measure engineering identity and interest. To date, engineering identity and interest research predominantly has focused on the middle school level and beyond [2]. However, studies of science, mathematics, and general STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) interest and identity suggest that STEM interest and identity begin to develop as early as elementary school [3]–[10]. It is reasonable to believe that engineering-specific interest and identity development are at work in early and middle childhood as well. However, few tools exist to measure engineering identity and interest at the elementary school age.

This project developed a survey instrument to measure engineering identity and interest in children in grades 3-6 (ages 8 to 12 years). The survey was refined over three phases and tested with 492 students in grades 3-6 in diverse communities in two states in the United States. In all phases, we adapted existing validated instruments to make questions more readable for and relevant to elementary students. For engineering identity items, we drew on social identity theory [11]–[13] to select items which assess the recognition, interest, and performance/competence factors of identity. Based on literature review and participant responses, we added items to assess outcome expectations and STEM fascination. To assess engineering identity, we drew from the 16-item revised Engineering Identity Development Scale (EIDS) [14], the Engineering Interest and Attitudes Survey (EIA) [15], STEM Fascination and Competence/Self-efficacy Scales [16][17], the STEM Career Interest Survey (STEM-CIS) [18], the Modified Attitudes Toward Science Inventory (M-ATSI) [19], and the Persistence Research in Science & Engineering (PRiSE) [20].
Additionally, the survey instrument assesses engineering career interest through assessing the types of activities that students are interested in doing as part of a future career. The current survey includes items created by the research team or adapted from existing instruments [21], [22] designed to assess students’ interests and career interests. These items represent STEM activities (including engineering-specific activities) and non-STEM activities. The current survey instrument consists of 54 items and utilizes a 4-point response scale (which improved response variance). Exploratory factor analyses (EFA) using Principal Components analysis and reliability analyses (Cronbach's alpha) were used to eliminate items and explore underlying factors.

Recent research indicates there are likely three components of one’s engineering identity: recognition, interest, and performance/competence [23]. Our data yielded a 5-factor model which expanded on these three components. While we expected to find a factor that represented recognition, two factors emerged: recognition by others and self-recognition. This is consistent with work which suggests that recognition by others is important in developing a science identity, but also important is whether one views one’s self as a science person (self-recognition) [11]. The interest factor captured an individual’s enjoyment in doing engineering activities, while the performance/competence factor reflected students’ ability when doing engineering activities. Both factors are similar to constructs found in the literature [11], [12], [24].

We found a fifth factor in our data that warrants additional research. This factor seems to represent perceptions of difficulty in engineering. The three items that load on this factor are negatively worded items (e.g., “I don’t understand engineering”). While these items could reflect a negative perception related to the difficulty of engineering, it is possible that these items loaded on one factor simply due to the negative wording. In other words, if the items had been worded positively (e.g., “I understand engineering”), they might have loaded on another factor such as performance/competence. Negatively worded items have been found to be psychometrically problematic because of the added level of difficulty when answering them. Some researchers have found that negatively worded items create distinct, albeit artificial, factors [25]–[27].

2. Interviews

This project aims to understand what mediates elementary students’ identification and selection of engineering role models. Although the undergraduate engineering ambassadors may attempt to position themselves as engineering role models for participating elementary students, ultimately, it is the elementary students who choose role models for themselves. To understand what these elementary students are noticing and finding appealing or unappealing about these potential engineering role models, we interviewed the elementary students at the end of each semester in the outreach program. Our semi-structured interview protocol includes questions about students’ experiences with engineering and the engineering outreach program, students’ career aspirations, students’ role models, and students’ perceived connections or affiliations with the engineering ambassadors.

To date, we have interviewed 199 participating elementary students and have analyzed subsets of these interviews. We present two findings from the interview data: interactions between engineering ambassadors and students lay the groundwork for, but do not guarantee, role model
Interactions between engineering ambassadors and students lay the groundwork for, but do not guarantee, role model uptake.

Prior research suggests that in order for students to select engineering ambassadors as role models, the students must perceive the ambassadors as appealing and attainable examples of desired futures [28]–[33]. Review of 126 of the interviews indicates that in a few cases, students overtly identify the engineering ambassadors as role models. More often, however, students appear to identify the ambassadors as appealing people, but not necessarily as exemplars of a desired future career. Broadly, students identify the ambassadors as affirming, caring, inspiring, helpful, and knowledgeable. Although students identify the ambassadors as appealing, if these students do not also want to become engineers, they may not be positioned to select the ambassadors as engineering role models.

Many students in this study are amenable to an engineering career, but do not find an engineering career more attractive than other career interests.

To unpack the extent to which students in this study are considering engineering careers, we analyzed a subset of 56 interviews, focusing on students’ responses to the questions Have you thought about what you want to do or be when you grow up? What kind of job would you like to have and why? Do you think you could be an engineer? Why or why not? Analysis to date supports prior research findings that elementary aged students are contemplating career interests and options [34], [35]; in this study, 82% of participants readily named at least one career of interest to them and several participants also identified contingency career plans. This analysis identified a group of students (66% of our sample) who have currently identified a career of interest other than engineering yet are open to an engineering career. We wish to keep engineering as a career as a possible future for these students. This work suggests that it may be fruitful for engineering educators to identify ways in which engineering activities intersect with students’ interests, thereby helping engineering study and careers to resonate with these students.

3. Classroom video data

The video data collection for the project focuses on capturing the classroom activity that occurs when undergraduate engineering ambassadors interact with elementary students in their classrooms. Thus far in the project, we have used a combination of audio and video recording to capture the ambassador/student interactions in 13 classrooms. Engineering ambassadors wear voice recorders and lapel microphones to capture all of their utterances and a selection of video cameras are used to record the classroom activity. In select cases, we also record groups of students in the classroom in order to see their interactions with ambassadors in the context of their engineering design work and group dynamics.

Analysis to date has focused on identifying the types of interactions engineering ambassadors initiate and support in the classroom. We have explored open coding and a priori coding around engineering design to unpack the pedagogical goals that engineering ambassadors attend to in the
classroom. Preliminary analysis of their discourse suggests engineering ambassadors attend to and support students’ engineering design work, particularly around planning, testing, and improvement, by positioning themselves as a coach who asks questions and models practices.

**Intervention Elements**

We designed interventions intended to develop our undergraduate ambassadors as engineering role models for participating students. Leveraging research on role modeling and mentoring, we intended to strengthen undergraduates’ ability to build relationships with students and share their own identities as multi-faceted individuals who are studying engineering.

1. **Trading Cards**

   We created “trading cards” for engineering ambassadors to share with their students.

   ![Trading Cards for Engineering Ambassadors](image)

   **Fig. 1: Trading Cards for Engineering Ambassadors**

   These cards are similar to baseball cards or Pokémon cards; each card shows an ambassador’s face and name on one side, and fun facts about them on the other side. These fun facts include the ambassador’s favorite engineering class, most challenging class, and engineering superpower as well as non-engineering-related facts such as if they have pets, siblings, or hobbies. Ambassadors distribute the cards to their students so their students can learn more about them and have more opportunities to observe similarities between themselves and ambassadors, which supports building personal connections with the ambassadors.

2. **Engineering Ambassador Training**

   To help engineering ambassadors position themselves as role models, we developed training materials that we use to help share research on role models and interest in engineering to highlight relevant actions for the ambassadors. For example, role model literature [29], [33], [36] highlights that role aspirants often choose role models who share affiliations and characteristics with them. Hence, we encourage ambassadors to share background and relevant interest information with students such as their shared status as students, their position in a family with siblings, or their love of animals or video games.
Novel Methodologies
We are developing two tools: (1) an engineering identity measurement tool that may also serve as an intervention tool and (2) a qualitative data collection and coding app intended to support live coding of classroom observations.

1. Create an Engineer LEGO activity
We created the Create an Engineer LEGO activity to gain understanding of elementary students’ sense of themselves as engineers now and their beliefs about their potential to become engineers. Create an Engineer extends tools such as the Draw-a-Scientist (DAST) [37] and Draw-an-Engineer Tests (DAET) [38]. The DAST and DAET examine students’ (mis)conceptions of scientists and engineers; however, they provide limited information about whether students can envision themselves as scientists or engineers now or in the future. We drew from constructionism [39] and the LEGO Serious Play (LSP) method [40] which posit that hands-on learning results in deeper understanding of the world and oneself in it. The LSP method is a process used to enhance innovation and business development; in this process, adults build metaphorical representations of their identity using LEGO bricks. We adapted this process to help understand 3rd-5th grade students’ engineering identity. We chose to use LEGO bricks and craft materials because these materials are familiar to many students, yet easy for students to use even without prior experience. The activity allows us to explore students’ creations of physical representations of themselves as engineers, including elements related to gender and physical characteristics (e.g., skin color, hair color and style), all of which students can customize using a variety of LEGO and craft material options.

In the activity, we prompt students to imagine themselves as an engineer and doing engineering. Student write or sketch or write notes, then use a curated collection of LEGO bricks to build a scene of themselves doing engineering. Initially, student created themselves using LEGO mini-figurines and their scene with LEGO bricks; in future iterations, students will create themselves with craft materials and their scene with LEGO bricks. At the end of the activity, students reflect on what they have created by verbally sharing their creation with others. While these reflections provide insight into students’ beliefs about who can be an engineer and what engineers do, they also provide students with an opportunity to imagine and see themselves in the role of an engineer.

Preliminary analysis suggests that this activity has potential for not only exploring students’ perceptions of engineers but also as a way for allowing students to imagine themselves in the role of an engineer. We continue to refine the activity.

2. CLOBS 2.0
The RMEE project has collected over 400 hours of classroom video data. Traditional methods of transcription and qualitative analysis have limited the quantity of data that can be analyzed. To facilitate additional analysis as well as better catalog the data, the team at Indiana University has worked on a new tool that can be used for live coding of classroom activity as well as on video recorded session. The Classroom OBServation tool (Figure 2) allows for classroom events to be coded and time-stamped. Still under development, the tool includes an underlying interface that will allow researchers to customize the codes and many of the functions, making it useful far
beyond the RMEE project. Currently available for Windows, the testing to date has been limited but plans are in place to continue to redesign the tool and to seek funding to port it to other platforms.

![CLOBS tool for coding live and video recorded classroom sessions](image)

**Fig. 2: CLOBS tool for coding live and video recorded classroom sessions**

**Next Steps**

The Role Models in Elementary Engineering Education project is gearing up for its final year of data collection. Work is continuing on tool and intervention refinement to prepare for the comprehensive final year. We are testing new intervention elements (like engineering awards) to see how Engineering Ambassadors can recognize and celebrate individual students’ abilities.

We are also working to consolidate resources the project has developed to be shared. STEMoutreachTools.org will host intervention elements as well as training elements with STEM outreach organizations and groups.
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